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Holomorphic Functions on Strict Inductive
Limjis of Banach Spaces

SEAN DINEEN and LtflzA A. MORAES

ABSTRACT. In this article we show that a number of apparently different properties
coincide on tite set of holomorpitic functions on a strict inductive limit (aH inductive
limits are asgumed to be countable and proper) of Banach spaces and that they are ¿II
satisfied only ‘u tite trivial case of a strict inductive limit of finite dimensional spaces.
Thus tite linear properties of a strict inductive Iimit of Banach spaces rarely transiate
themselVCS into itolomorphic properties.

§0

Tite main ingredients in our proof are the extension to strict inductive
limits of a property of the i-~ semi-norms whicit was previously known for
direct sums of Banach spaces [4], a characterization of Schwartz spaces using
limited seis due lo Lindstróm [8] and a close examination of a special
itypoanalytic funetion on a strict inductive limit of Banach spaces constructed
‘u [7].

We refer to [6] for detalis concerning holornorphic functions on locally
convex spaces. Information regarding holomorphic functions on direct sums
of Banach spaces, 9Yspaces and on inductive Iimits of Fréchet spaces may
be found in [1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9]. Wc titank J. M. Ansemil br sorne helpful
comments.

§1

In this section we recalí sorne definitions and prove a number of results
thai we shMl use later.
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If £ is a locally convex space over C we let ~ (E) denote tite set of C
valued functions on É whose restriction to each finite dimensional subspace
of Eis a holomorphic funetion (of several complexvariables). Iffes%(E) is
continuous on compact sets we say titat fis hypoanalytic and the space of ah
sucit functions is denoted by =~4,>~ (E). If fe i5% (E) is continuous titen fis
called holomorphic and we let é44E) denote the space of ah itolomorpitie
functions on E. We let 9(n E) denote the space of ah continuous n-
itomogeneous polynomials on E.

Tite compact open topology on é%E) and t~~(E) is denoted by ~ A
semi-norm p on sVj’E) is said to be i-~ continuous if titere exists a compact
subset FC of E sucit that for each open subset y of E, KC V, titere exists
C(V)>O such titat

p 09=C(V) sup [f(x)l
xE V

for ahí fe ~t%E).

Weintroduce die. r~ topology (see [6, proposition 3.27]) in a sornewhat
unusual fashion but one witich is more suitable for the purposes of titis
article.

Tite r8 topohogy on ±(>0(E)is the topology generated by ahí semi-norms
witicit satisfy the fohhowing two conditions

pW=p (1.])

for every f in ~4E),

(1.2)

IS T5,~ continuous for each positive integer n.

If T is a hocahhy convex topohogy on ¿V(E), titen (=tj’E),r) is T.S. r-complete
if for any sequence (P0)~0, P~e ?Q’E) ahí n, sucit thai ~ p(P,j<oc for

every r-continuous seminorm p on É/(E) we itave ~ 1%, e xt(E) ([6, definition
3.32]).

A subset A of E is said to be bounding if ¡¡f¡¡ n : = sup LJ(x)I <oc forevery
xC IIfeñ4s) and LGE is said to be limiíedif for every equicontinuous weak*

nulí sequence in E’, (c4,,),,, WC haVe IJ&IiL~O as n—oo.
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Proposítion 1. ff8]) A local/y con vex space E isa Schwaríz space ji and
only <[iris quasí-normable and 1/le bounded subseis of E are limiled

Proposition 2. ¡fE is a barrelled local/y convex space 1/len every weak*
nulí sequence ¡ti E’ Converges unjformly Lo zero on 1/le bounding subseis of E.
Fn particular 1/le bounding subseis of E are limited.

Proof. Let R denote a bounding subset of E and het (4n)7~ 1 denote a
weak* nulí sequence in E’. Let f= ~ ~. Since the sequence (‘tn)n is weak*

nulí tite function fis defined on ah of E and itence belongs to ~%(E). Since
tite sequence (4n)n is pointwise bounded in the barrelled space E, it is
equicontinuous. Thus f behongs to ¿tj’E) by [2, proposition 1]. By corohlary
4.19(b) of [6] titis imphies

n

and itence B is a limited subset of E. Titis completes the proof.

Tite following resuht is a reformulation of [7, proposition 3]. We sketch

tite proof for tite readers’ convenience

Proposition 3. Leí E= hm En denoíe a siricí induciive ¡¡mii of Ranac/l
n

spaces andsuppose dimension (E~J=oofor some iníeger n. Then iiere exisís
a g ¡a ~(E) wfth Ore following properites;

(1.3)

ji

dn g (0) (¡.4)
1/len >J

ne4

for every posiíive iníeger m.

Proof. Since dim(En)=oo for sorne n, E is not a Schwartz space and
bence proposition ¡ implies tbat E contains a bounded subseÉ which is not
hirnited. By proposition 2 tite bounding subsets and the himited subsets of E
coincide and hence E’ contains a bounded set, wbich we may suppose is tite
unit hall B1 of E1, whicit is not bounding. Hence titere exists fEs~j’E),
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f=Z P0, sucit that II&¡18, ~ ¡ for ahí j wbere (n~)~ is a strictly increasing
0=

sequence of positiVe integers satisfying n~±í>n~+j br ah j.

Let t0CE’, n>2 satisfy &I£~~~ =0 and ~k0(x0)= 1 forsomex,CE,, witit
= 1 and let O~(z.)=kz for aH zeE.

We consider the funetion

k=2{(j~k Fo» Ok} cI4~.

Since j=k tite condition n~+1>n7± iimplies titat Z (P03o6~)cp~ is
tite Tayhor series expansion of g. k=2.]=k

Since

1&
it fohlows that ge&~~(E) and, InoreoVer,

d
0g(O

)

nCZ n! e=V4E) for aiim.

Wc refer te ¡7] bar tite detalis which shaw that g ~

Our next result was proVed for couníable direct sums of Banacit spaces in
[4] (see also [6, proposition 4.40]).

Proposition 4. Ff E= hm E
0 is a str¡ct inductive limií of Banac/l spaces

o
andp isa r8 continuous seminorm on =0(E)ihen ihere exisis aposilive integer
ni suc/l tiaL fetfiE) and f¡Em=0 imp/y p(f)=O.

Proof. Wc may suppose without loss of generality that Ihe semi-norm p
satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). lb tite result is not true titen for every positive integer
n titere exists a continuaus itomogenceus polynomial 1’,, sucit titat ¡‘~¡ E0 = O
and P(P0)#O. We new sitow titat tite sequence (P,j~tí is locahly bounded.

Let FC denote a compact subset of E. Then K is contained and compact in
sorne Ek. For eacit positive integer j let ~1 denote tite unit bali in E).

Now cheose M>O and X1 Xk positiVe nuinbers such titat

I¡PjIIK+~ktArBr=M forj=1 k
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Using a binomial expansion and tite fact titat ~k±l = O we can find
Xk±í>Osuch titat

IIPjIIK+xk+IAB=M± ~ forj=I k+1.
r=l r 2k±l

By induction we can find a sequence of positive numbers (X~)g such titat

IIE)IIK+~tl Arft,=M+ 1 for al! 1.

Since E is bornological it follows titat Er=í Xr Br is a neighbourhood of
zero in E. Hence [P1}1is lacally bounded.

If Q1 = ‘~‘ titen Q1± ~=O and the aboye argument shows titat (Q31 is
p (P1)

alsa a Iocally baunded and itence a r5 bounded sequence in st4E) (see [6,
hemma 2.43]).

Sincep(Q)=j tbis is impossible and preves aur result.

Proposition 5. ([6. example 1.24]) If E=hm En is a ¡nducíive huí of
Banac/l spaces ihen C-valued homogeneous hypZconiinuous polynom¡a/s on
E are coniinuous.

We refer te [1], [3, proposition 4.1] and [6, example ¡.38] fer information
regarding tite next propesition.

Proposition 6. FfE= hm En is an induciive huí of Banac/l spaces ihen,
o

for each positive iníeger ti, r«, on ~ (O E) is Líe Lopo/ogy of unjform conver-
gen ce on Líe bounded subseis of E and (9(n E). r~) and (QQ’ E). ~ are
complete loca//y convex spaces.

§2

me following tbeorem is our main resuir.

Titeorem 7. IfE= hm E,, isa sirict inductive lñnií of Banach spaces ihen
O

Líe following are equivalení:

(a) é0<’E)= é~y (E)>

(b) 1/le bounded subseis of E are bounding.
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(c) Líe bounded subseís of E are limited,

(e) (=0(E),r0) is a Eréchel space.
09 E= hm E,, in the caíegory of /oca/ly convex spaces and ho/omorphic

o
inappings.

(g) (=CtE),To) is complete (resp. quasicomplete. sequentia//y comp/eLe, 7’. 5.
r0 complete),

(h) ihe r0 bounded subseis of 54£) are local/y bounded,

(1,) (t//¿E), r6) is complete <‘resp. quasicomplete, sequeníia//y complete, 7’. 5.

r~ complete),
(¡) ¡~5 bounded subseis of =0(E)are loca//y bounded

Proof. Ihe implication (a) t. (b) is preved in [7] (and also the implica-
tion (it) =~‘ (a) if E is separable). By proposition 2 we itave (b) =# (c).

Since Eis aÉ21#space it is quasinormable and itence if(c) is satisfied then
proposition ¡ imphies that E is a Scitwartz space. Hence eacit E,, is finite
dimensional and (c)=>(d). By [5] condition (d) implies al! the otiter
conditions except (O. Since C<M is a Scitwartz space (d)t:’(O. Hence
conditions (a) (d) are ah equivahent. By proposition 6 and [6, proposition
3.36] alí the conditions in (g) are equivalent, al! tite conditions in (i) are
equivalent and (e) => (g) => (i). If tite i- bounded subsets of .it~’E) are locally
bounded, T= r0 or r8, titen we itave 54E~) 1.5. r-complete, and ,itence
(it)=~(g) and 6)=~~(i). Hence, to complete the preof, it suffices to shaw
(O=>(a) and -.-(d)4>---(i). Suppose (1) is satisf’ted. Let fe=é~}y(E). For
each positive integer fi, Jlr,,Eéiry(EJ=.b4EJ, since E,, is a Banach space
and the topology induced by E on E,, is its original Banach spacetopology.
By (Q we have fEs&ZE) and (O=#(a).

Now suppose titat (d) is not satisfied. By proposition 3 diere exists an
d”f(O

)

in =
4i,~(E)satisfying (1.3) and (1.4).

no
Let p denote a T¿ continueus semi-norm en =0(E)satisfying (3.!) and

(1.2).

Let ni deno~e an integer assóciated with p as in propositian 4 and Iet 4
have tite meaning given to it in (1.4).

e=0(£~wehavezP( aol(o)

)
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If n ~ 4 titen dnf(OIj E,,, —O and p (a fQfl) — O by proposition 4.

HenceZ p (dffl) <ce and is a Cauchy sequence in

(.fr/(E). ra).

m
SinceZ dnf(0) ~ =0(E)titis Cauchy sequence docs not converge and (1) isnl

not satisfied. This completes tite proof.

Luiza A. Moraes would like to thank University Colhege Dublin and
CNPq (Brazil) for financial support to visit Dublin to undertake the research
for this paper.
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